Generation of equilateral-polygon-like flat-top focus by tightly focusing radially polarized beams superposed with off-axis vortex arrays.
In this paper, the general formula for tightly focusing radially polarized beams (RPB) superposed with off-axis vortex arrays is derived based on Richard-Wolf vector diffraction theory. The off-axis vortex breaks the rotational symmetry of the energy flow along the axial direction and leads to the spatial redistribution of intensity within the focal plane. The dependence of the consequent focal intensity redistribution on the off-axis distance of vortices as well as the numerical aperture of the lens is theoretically studied. Based on this intriguing feature, generation of equilateral-polygon-like flat-top focus (EPFF) with a flat-top area on the level of sub-λ2 is realized. The demonstrated method provides new opportunities for focus shaping and holds great potentials in optical manipulation and laser fabrication.